Abstract-There is the problem that Rough Set Theory cannot process the quantitative data in the equipment test data. One FCM method is given to discretize the quantitative data, and the center value of the each cluster is calculated in order to discretize. And then, the attribution reduction algorithm and rules extract methods are applied to get the last diagnosis rule, which is applied to some aero radio equipment fault diagnosis to verify its validity.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of electronic technology, electronic equipment has more and more proportion in the aviation equipment and their fault diagnosis become the urgent topic [1] . In fact, the aviation electronic equipment test data based on ATS/ATE(Auto Test System/Equipment) has obtain plenty of test data, in which there are some continuous data and discretized data. These data often has inaccuracy, redundancy, and Rough Set Theory proposed by Pawlak has some advantage to process these data [2] . But, RST just can process the discretized data, so it is need to discretize the continuous data firstly. Meanwhile, the fault mode of the test data is often fuzzy. Here, one fusion method based on Rough Set Theory and Fuzzy Set Theory is studied, and the fuzzy clustering method is used to discretize because it can divide the different subsets [3] .
The paper chooses Fuzzy C-mean cluster (FCM)method to discretize, and then Rough Set Theory is applied to reduce the attribution and extract rules in order to get the diagnosis rules. The real example is applied to verify the fusion method.
II. ROUGH SET THEORY

A. Basic conception of RST
In 1982, Polish mathematician Z. Pawlak proposes Rough Sets Theory, and it can be described as bellows:
In rough sets theory, the quad system 
is an information function, it gives each attribute of each object an information value, that is,
, C is the condition attribute value and D is the decision attribute value, then the knowledge representation system S is called the decision table [2] [3] .
In which, if there are at least one attribution
is unknown, and  V has empty value, it is marked by "*", which is named incomplete fault diagnosis decision table, otherwise it is named complete table.
In 1991, A.Skowron proposes discernibility matrix to express knowledge firstly, and the discernibility matrix is
Then, the relative discernibility matrix defines as 0, ( ) ( ) , the others
Here, assume the divisions of the decision attribute D in the domain U is } , { :
, and define condition information entropy of condition attribute C relative to the decision attribute D is [4] International Conference on Advanced Manufacturing and Industrial Application (ICAMIA 2015)
is the probability of condition attributes
are condition probability respectively.
B. The Condition Entropy Attribution Reduction Algorithm
The algorithm steps are as bellows [5] :
Step1 
Choose the attribution
. If there are multiple minimum attributes, the attribute which emerge more times in the discernibility matrix is selected.
Step5 According to the new RED, calculate the relative discernibility matrix The algorithm steps are as bellows:
Step1:
Calculate the original cluster center
Step2: The extreme difference specification method is applied to get the similar relationship between the samples and the C categories center;
Step3: The original divided matrix is got by ij '  ;
Step4: Update the fuzzy divide matrix;
Step5: If the target function achieves the threshold  or maximum iteration times N , the iteration ends, or jump to
Step 2. Lastly, C cluster center and subordinate degree divide matrix ' W is got.
IV. APPLICATION MODEL AND EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
Some aviation radio equipment is classical aviation electronic equipment, so it is chosen to be fault diagnosed of the above method. Table I gives the fault phenomenon of "the radio station is uncontrolled", in which the fault omen is expressed as condition attribution "C", C ={+5V voltage C 1 ,UUT receiver voltage C 2 , UUT receiver power C 3 ,UUT transmitter voltage C 4 , UUT transmitter power C 5 , 1553B bus C 6 }, decision attribution D={d 1 ,d 2 }, "d 1 "means fault frontpanel , "d 2 " means fault host PC. In fact, according to equipment instruction book, the condition attribution work range is given, and the cluster number is chosen to 3 as "H (higher than the normal value)", "N (normal)" and "L (lower than the normal value)" respectively. The 3 cluster center and their subordinate degree are calculated, and the original test data can be discretized as Table II.   TABLE II. THE 
Then, the condition attribution reduction algorithm is applied to get CORE={1,2} , in which
are both minimum. The emergence times is counted, and the condition attribution "4"and "6" times are both 11, so RED={1,2,4,6}, and then the attribution value reduction algorithm and rules extraction are applied to get the diagnosis rules as Table III.   TABLE III. FCM cluster method is analyzed and applied to discretize the continuous fault data, and the diagnosis rules is got after the attribution reduction and rule extraction method. It provides a new way to the uncertain equipment fault diagnosis.
